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Helping the next generation towards a sustainable professional career.
‘Earn-to-Learn’ (EtoL) proposes a relationship between industry, higher education
institutions (HEIs) and government to address issues emerging around the reduction
in entry-level jobs that subsequently feed into professional careers. The aims of the
scheme are to help:
• students to access higher education programmes and engage in good quality, paid, work
experience during the course of their degree programmes;
• employers to access a new skilled and flexible labour force and maintain the talent pipeline to
mid-career roles;
• universities to improve social inclusion and to create a sustainable supply of both employable
and ‘work-ready’ graduates;
• professions to maintain a base of real training jobs and provide routes to sustainable careers.
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EARNING-TO-LEARN THROUGH FLEXIBLE
BUSINESS PROCESS SOURCING
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents research findings by the Global Sourcing Research Interest Group
at Loughborough University that highlights an emerging skills gap between the entrylevel of those professional careers that form the bedrock of business support services
within organisations and the ‘talent pipeline’ to senior roles such as a business partner.
The reconfiguration, re-engineering and
relocation of many back- and middle-office roles
through a combination of business process
outsourcing (BPO) and shared service centres
(SSC) is causing a serious bottleneck between
supply and good quality jobs between university
and professional careers. This phenomenon
is occurring because transactional tasks
which provide opportunities to learn the skills,
knowledge and behaviours required for a life-long
professional career, are being offshored.

organisations, but little resistance from displaced
workers as they retire, receive redundancy
compensation or leave through natural wastage
when job migration is phased. We believe that
on a societal level these developments have the
potential to further add to challenge to social
mobility (Social Mobility Commission, 2016) and
exacerbate the emerging sense intergenerational
conflict.

More positively, this report suggests that
it should be attractive for organisations to
employ undergraduates in back- and middleOur findings suggest that the progressive
office’ work throughout the course of their
decline of the professional ‘training nurseries’
degree programmes. The essential idea is to
is happening under the media radar. The SSC
model, in particular, operates within company
enable students to access quality work-based
learning which will allow them to improve their
boundaries, and migration to offshore locations
work-readiness, graduate with lower debt and
is generally piecemeal, phased and thus, largely
eventually access mid-career positions that
unnoticed. Moreover, economic effects are also
masked by a ‘honeymoon’ effect of lower costs for require deep organisation-based experience.

SENIOR
ROLES

BRP

SENIOR
ROLES
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1. Introduction
Research by the Global Sourcing Research Interest Group at Loughborough University explains
how business support functions such as finance, HR, IT and procurement have been progressively
challenged by top management to both reduce their cost base and justify their contribution to frontline services. The response from a wide range of organisations to these challenges has resulted in a
fundamental transformation of the way that business support services are configured and operate.
Whilst there are significant improvements being realised in cost efficiency, we believe that there are
longer term implications for organisations, young people, higher education and the professions, that
have yet to have a systemic impact.
The fundamental commoditisation and relocation of back- and middle-office, jobs is happening in a
piecemeal, yet progressive fashion, across all commercial sectors in more economically developed
economies. This means that there are significantly fewer opportunities for workers in ‘middleoffice’ roles to start their professional careers and someday progress to more senior management
positions, such as ‘business partner’ (Rothwell, Herbert and Seal, 2011). A further effect is that the
more traditional, pyramid-style management structure is being ‘hollowed out’ as more tasks become
routines and controlled by workflow programmes that reduce the need for direct supervision and
thus, increase the management span of control. Put simply, in many organisations the structure now
resembles an hourglass shape with a mid-career bottleneck into senior positions.
To add to the effects on professional functions, there is also an entry-level bottleneck between higher
education and work. As the lower-level transactional jobs are moved offshore, the traditional ‘training
nurseries’ are no longer available onshore, where young people typically acquire the necessary skills,
knowledge and behaviours at the start of their careers. Indeed, the Association of Graduate Recruiters
found that the number of jobs for new graduates decreased by 8% in 2015-16 as employers focus on
school leaver programmes and apprenticeships (Burns, 2016).
If the re-engineering and relocation of work were not serious enough, robotic process automation
(RPA) is now poised to accelerate the process of rationalising and eliminating many back and middleoffice roles (Herbert and Dhayalan, 2016). Contrary to much of the popular debate about robotics
we believe that RPA will affect middle-level as well as transactional activities, exacerbating the
polarisation of work into the skilled, well-paid jobs and less skilled, poorly paid jobs.
In parallel, there have been significant changes in how higher education in the UK is funded which
has meant a shift from central government funds to universities who in turn, have transferred some of
that burden to students by increasing annual tuition fees up to £9,000, which some suggest is leaving
English graduates with the largest average debt in the world at £44,500 (Kirby, 2016). The impact
of these changes is acknowledged as having far reaching effects on the confidence of students and
their families in the decision to pursue higher education. This suggests that in a shrinking market,
gaining relevant skills as well as academic learning is going to be increasingly important for graduate
employability and hence, social mobility.
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2. Benefits – what would an EtoL scheme look like?
The short answer is ‘however you want it to look’. There are many entry points for organisations
and many ways in which students could be engaged, with or without formal participation by the
local university. Indeed, we know of students who have successfully combined earning and learning,
but such examples tend to remain at an individual level. The following two sections set out some
possibilities that have emerged during our discussions with industry, higher education, professional
bodies and government. Along with two hypothetical case scenarios for organisations and student
backgrounds, the following illustrations of benefits and practical schemes should be seen as
merely indicative.
The essential idea is that in a structured EtoL scheme, students gain meaningful work experience
and, depending on the extent of their commitment, should be able to graduate from university with
considerably reduced student debt, and with valuable employment skills and experience. EtoL offers
wide-ranging benefits to numerous stakeholders (such as students, organisations and wider society),
as identified by one of our Research Focus Groups, (for a more comprehensive description of the
benefits to students, organisations and universities, see Appendix 1).
Organisations will benefit from access to a new, flexible workforce with the knowledge, skills and time
to complement non-time critical onshore business operations in emerging areas of talent shortages.
By locating the work on or near a university campus organisations should see cost advantages
that could largely negate the main attraction of cost arbitrage in offshoring. It may be possible for
individual organisations to access government funding via schemes such as the Higher and Degree
Apprenticeship Scheme wherein the employer pays 1/3 of the cost of the apprenticeship and the
government the other 2/3. Participation in EtoL also enables organisations to demonstrate Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) by creating pathways into sustainable employment for young people. In the
longer term, we envisage opportunities for organisations to develop skills academies and thus,
a ‘talent-pipeline’ to senior professional roles.
Universities who participate in EtoL will attract students who might otherwise be deterred from
entering higher education due to fears about study debt. In addition to growing the student
population, involvement in the scheme would help improve key measures of institutional performance
such as retention rates, social inclusion, higher learning outcomes and graduate employability
ratings, all of which are likely to have an impact on league table performance, and consequently
applications for places which in turn will feed in better ratings. There may be additional economic
benefits if by ‘earning whilst learning’, students feel more confident about funding their studies
and the demand for bursary support is reduced. Furthermore, there may also be opportunities for
universities to connect with campus- or near-campus business processing centres (BPCs) to develop
world-leading business support systems in the same way that collaborations with manufacturers
often produce leading-edge intellectual property, often primed with research income support and/or
regional enterprise programmes.
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3. How would EtoL work in practice?
Students could be engaged on a freelance basis or recruited into larger, more structured
programmes employing significant numbers of students. The work experience can take two forms,
lower level/routine activities in the evenings/weekends/holidays during the study years (1, 2 and 4) and
a 12-month placement doing higher-level work in year 3, see Appendix 2.
Again, the following illustration should be seen as indicative and it is important to note that we
anticipate that work tasks could involve existing and potential business support activities.
Existing tasks might include accounting, HR, procurement and IT. Initial thinking is that the scheme
would mainly involve activities that are not time-critical, are transactional and more inward facing
across the organisation. Alternatively, organisations may identify new tasks which might not have
been cost effective to undertake previously. For example, cleaning historical master data, digitising
manual records and working with social media communication channels (Twitter, Facebook, vis-à-vis
telephone communication).
Following the success of many BPCs in applying new working practices to back-office operations,
some organisations are now looking to their BPC to take the lead in applying the BPC model to frontline services and other back-office functions, e.g. customer services estates management. There are
also emerging opportunities to implement new ‘disruptive’ technologies (e.g. new financial technology
– FINTECH) which require intelligent (if not time experienced) labour to be implemented. Students
could also be very good at performing a range of higher level activities that require an objective and
critical approach, such as Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) procedures such as testing
spreadsheets and converting existing manual routines into robotic software macros routines and then
testing them. These more advanced roles, requiring greater cognition or which involve contact with
external customers or divisional personnel, constitute a form of ‘task progression’ for students, see
Figure 1 below:

Figure 1: Possible task progression for students

Cognitive –
internal facing

Cognitive –
external facing

Transactional –
internal facing

Transactional –
external facing

Source: adapted from Youngdahl and Ramaswamy (2008)

This model resonates with recent research on the nature of de-professionalization in BPCs which
found that there was a wide range of skills required by individuals within the BPC environment
(Lambert, 2016, Figure 2 below). It also reflects feedback from a ‘Big 4’ firm of accountants who
highlighted the need for ‘cross-over’ capabilities amongst graduates between technical degrees
e.g. chemistry and business. Furthermore, we suggest that the structured acquisition of such skills
might be further underpinned by formal accreditation of EtoL schemes, either by a university and/or
professional bodies.
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Figure 2: Framework for skills development

Business
skills

Voice in business
Leadership skills

Collaboration

Soft skills

Interpersonal
relationships

Visual communication
skills

People skills

Specialist
skills

Lean / Six Sigma

Business implication
knowledge

SME skills

Base skills

Technical skills (in some cases including language skills)

Standard
skills

Operating process knowledge

Source: Lambert (2016)
SME = Subject Matter Expert

More comprehensive descriptions of motivations, benefits and tasks for each organisation and
student can be found on the project website www.shared-services-research.com
Appendices 3 and 4 present two organisation and two student examples. Appendix 5 shows a
continuum of possible operating models with seven typical stages given as examples.
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4. Potential Student Financial Rewards
In terms of how much a student might earn from EtoL, Figure 3 below provides an illustration of the
potential student rewards based on a four-year undergraduate programme including a placement
year and the student staying in university halls in the Midlands. The typical debt is reported as
being around £50,000 (£30,000 fees and £20,000 living expenses for a 3-year programme). Whilst,
universities would be keen to ensure that work does not encroach unduly on academic study, it should
be noted that some students already study on the basis of part-time study, full-time work. Whilst,
part-time and distance learning degrees have existed for a long time, the vast majority of students
still see significant merit in experiencing campus life with its opportunities for social and sports
activities that build life-long networks. The hypothesised scheme below seeks to present a reasonable
balance between study, work and campus life.

Figure 3: Potential student rewards

EtoL During Study Years

Component

Total

Term – 10 hrs x 30 weeks x 3 years

900 hrs

Vacation – 40 hours x 10 weeks x 3 years

1,200 hrs

Total

2,100 hrs x £8 p.hr

£16,800

£20,000 x 10 months**

£16,660

Placement year
Annual salary
Living expenses

(£8,000)

Total EtoL earnings

£25,460+

Additionally:
Reduction in fees through graduate
apprenticeship scheme

£29,500*

Total benefit of EtoL for a student

£50,000 approx

* based on approximate inflation adjusted fees from 2017 onwards
** allowing for holidays and non-term study, etc. (£20,000 is annual salary)
Note: no allowances have been made for personal tax and National Insurance contributions

We argue that via EtoL, employers stand to benefit from a highly flexible workforce capable of offering
a wide range of new, sometimes leading edge skills, diverse language capabilities and in some
instances an understanding of cultural norms. Not only would students fill the gaps arising from
talent shortages in areas such as data analytics and RPA, but they would also offer availability outside
normal office hours, allowing ‘backfill’ and ‘follow-the-sun’ working onshore.
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5. Management and governance
BPCs might be cautious about the scheme because it involves supervising additional employees
with risks around personnel management, confidentiality, data security, etc., compared with using
permanent staff on a 9-5 basis. However, offshore BPCs state a significant advantage in being able
to work during UK evenings and weekends and there may be opportunities for blending a new, more
flexible, workforce of students into existing BPC operations.
It may be possible for students to be organised into small self-managing work groups to provide the
requisite availability in terms of a pool of hours each week around their individual study timetables.
More experienced students could then become group leaders in the way that older students presently
take on leadership roles for the Loughborough Student Union, supervising and managing large social
events alongside a minimum number of professional staff. Thus, the model could become selforganising and self-developing providing students working in what might be perceived as mundane
jobs, with opportunities for gaining management experience.
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6. Managing the student work experience and capturing evidence of learning
Key to the success of the scheme will be the extent to which students develop a range of vocational
skills and behaviours that complement academic theory and help them to move seamlessly into the
mainstream workforce on graduation.
The starting point would be straightforward tasks that can be readily allocated and monitored
with minimal training (say, working 8-10 hours per week in the first year), through to higher level
work in the full-time placement year (3rd year). In the first year of study, where work might involve
basic office practice with an emphasis on ‘work readiness’ it could still involve formative personal/
interpersonal skills such as communication, timekeeping, people skills, flexibility, motivation,
application and analysis.
Formalising the EtoL learning would require a development framework that will enable: 1) students to
make sense of what might seemingly be basic tasks and 2) employers to understand how a range of
office practices might be appropriate.

Figure 4: Progression of work activities through period of study

Yr 1-2

Yr 3-MSc

MBA-f/t

Ph.D.
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• Routine and process functions
• Internally oriented
• Close supervision

• Complex and advisory functions
• Customer handling responsibilities
• Supervision of staff and team leadership

• Consultancy support functions
• Working outside of ASSO site
• Early career management development

• Investment in research - post PhDs and tutors in major projects
• Collaboration between academics and managers (basic research to innovation)
• Building world-leading research excellence in BPO related areas

7. Conclusions
• Through the pressures of global competition, and in the UK domestic austerity
programmes, the vast majority of back- and middle- office positions in the UK are
being challenged. Commodisation and relocation of middle-office professional jobs are
taking place under the radar of national labour statistics.
• A new approach is required to provide real opportunities for young graduates to enter
the world of work in roles that will enable them to gain the experience, skills and
behaviours to develop sustainable professional careers.

8. Recommendations
• Awareness should be raised across a range of stakeholders about the emerging issue
of graduate underemployment as result of the offshoring of the traditional training
positions, and the subsequent mid-career skills gap. In the context of the new high
levels of graduation debt, this is as much an ethical issue as a commercial one.
• An enhanced framework of entry-level skills and behaviours should be produced to
guide employers and students in seeking and evidencing skills development in entrylevel roles, especially if the nature of the work is episodic.
• A ‘proof of concept’ exercise should be undertaken with a business process centre(s)
to establish the range of tasks that could be suitable, or made suitable, for students
to perform. This should also determine the viability of the graduate apprenticeship
scheme in an Earn-to-Learn programme. This will also include evaluation of the
extent to which students might work in self-governing groups to deliver services
across each week.
• Further research should be undertaken to establish the full extent of the reduction
in graduate entry-level positions and the potential effects of the erosion of the talent
pipeline into subsequent middle-career roles. This should include consideration of
new activities such as data analytics that could be viable if there was a suitable costefficient labour force available.

The full report is available at: www.shared-services-research.com/earn-to-learn-scheme
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APPENDIX 1 – SUMMARY OF ETOL BENEFITS
Students:
• Graduate with lower debt (dependent upon length of course and accommodation
costs)
• Employability – build up work skills and experience as a fast track to entering
higher level graduate roles
• Work readiness – through work orientation and business practice
• Try certain employers and types of work before making career choices
• Relate academic theory to work, and bring practice into the classroom – improving
both grades and the learning experience.

Universities:
• Attract more students
• Help towards social inclusion targets
• Improve learning through combining theory and practice in the classroom –
improving grades and learning experience
• Develop networks with wider cross section of industry (presently skewed to science
and technology)
• Reduce the need for placement support in job hunting during second year of study
• Foster PR opportunities
• Provide research opportunities to study new working practices new organisational
forms, service work, IT and education schemes/curricula development in laboratory
conditions.

Employers:
•
•
•
•
•

Help to keep jobs onshore close to business
Promote corporate social responsibility and develop onshore talent pipeline
Improve working methods and technology through scientific study of work
Attracts more diversified but still graduate workforce with cross-over skills
Reduces training costs of graduates – through self-learning in entry level jobs
(bootstrapping) rather than with full-cost graduate training programmes
• Reduce attrition levels through ‘long interview’ of prospective graduate employees.

Local population:
• Bring employers to local areas.

Home economy:
•
•
•
•

Keep jobs on-shore, develops/preserves skills and contributes taxes
Create sustainable international competitiveness and employment
Rebalance economy from over dependence on the financial services sector
Address the challenge of low-cost economies moving up the value chain and taking
progressively higher level work.

Society:
• Improve social inclusion, see Appendix 7, Mature student – Jessica.
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APPENDIX 2 – STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT AND
PROGRESSION WHILST PARTICIPATING IN ETOL

SECONDARY
EDUCATION

Work exposure/shadowing

Summer
job/project

GAP YEAR

Character building, developing
a sense of self and the world

Term time
work

HE YEAR 1
30%

General study + some subject
knowledge & basic concepts
and frameworks

HE YEAR 2
30%

More specialised subject
specific study – mainly
understanding and theoretical
application of technical
subject skills

Full time
work

PLACEMENT
100%

Application of existing subject
and general skills. Learning
new technical work specific and
practical transferable skills

Full time
work

HE YEAR 3
30%

Advanced technical subject
skills + consolidation of
technical knowledge through
higher level skills of analysis,
synthesis and evaluation

Part time
work

First career job or continued study in HE

Source: Herbert and Rothwell (2004)
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APPENDIX 3 – ORGANISATION SCENARIOS
SCENARIO 1 – UniOrg: SSC or BPO emphasising corporate social responsibility (CSR)
A successful university, UniOrg is experiencing difficulties in student recruitment and this is putting
a pressure on revenue. The senior management board are attracted to a proposal by a major BPO
but this involves a combination of onshore and offshore outsourcing. The EtoL scheme offers the
possibility of reducing costs while satisfying UniOrg’s commitment to its social responsibility agenda.

How might it work?
UniOrg could specify that the BPO vendor operates the BPC on their campus and employs a
minimum percentage of student labour in addition to legacy staff. In doing so UniOrg would need
to consider the potential for employment relations as students will be replacing some existing,
expensive workers which may provoke a reaction from the staff union. However, UniOrg wish to offer
longer operating times and many long-term workers are reluctant to extend their hours and would
prefer to take early retirement packages. As workers leave they would be replaced by students.
Furthermore, UniOrg could set up an SSC and involve a number of other universities. This would
create a critical mass to leverage economies of scale and enable existing staff to be kept on but
supplemented by student workers.

SCENARIO 2 – Digitalco: Set up of new capability and flexible, lower-cost, capacity in
Europe/middle time zone by overseas company.
Digitalco is a household name. Originally specialising in internet access and one of the first search
engines it has since diversified into a range of media, content-led, activities. With headquarters in
the US and London, it has interests around the world with three shared service hubs undertaking
transaction processing work in Mexico, Eastern Europe and Asia. Digitalco’s existing business model
is mature and whilst it still has a good subscription base and ownership of valuable media content,
the company has, more recently, become locked in a downward spiral of cost reduction, each stage of
which depletes the capacity of management to think creatively and grasp new opportunities.
Digitalco’s latest strategy therefore sees a return to disruptive technology as it eyes opportunities
to take on incumbent banking services through emerging ‘FINTECH’ opportunities. The company
has identified three strategic capabilities that will allow it to once again be a ‘nimble’ player in the
interface between technology and consumers.
1. Data analytics – will enable the growing volume of data flowing into the company to be better
captured, curated and analysed with the potential to improve both revenue and margin in business
operations. Insights from data will create a more individual customer service proposition and
enhance a data rich environment that will allow algorithms to undertake much of the routine and
semi-routine decision-making of operating divisions.
2. Robotic Process Automation – significant opportunities exist to make good margins out of existing
business streams by adopting a ‘light-outs’ process mentality. This will reduce costs significantly
faster than its competitors whilst producing valuable, real-time digital data which can feed into
the data analytics initiative.
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3. ‘Digital intimacy’ – This is a term coined by the CEO to describe a new approach to a more
personal, valued-added, customer service (sometimes called a ‘white-glove’ approach). The
company has a vast database of customers but only interacts with them through either blanket
outward mailshots or individual telephone conversations when customers complain or raise
service queries. The basic idea is that a premium care package could be offered to the more
affluent customers which would be both an interactive help service and a digital education
platform with and content about how to make the most of the web.
4. FINTECH – the company has tentatively identified opportunities to work with incumbent players
by offering so-called ‘white-branch’ facilities in towns too small to present any one bank with
sufficient scale to maintain its physical footprint. This could also extend to digital support as in 3.
above for even more remote areas.
These initiatives will require additional labour capacity and new skills which the company does not
currently possess. Via collaboration with HEIs offering skills and research at the vanguard of data
analytics and social media, the EtoL scheme could provide a complimentary solution to expanding the
present capabilities, especially as most UK universities have diverse student populations that have the
capability to work in a multitude of world languages.
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APPENDIX 4 – STUDENT EXAMPLES
Student 1 – International student seeking UK work experience
Joe is an international student from Brazil doing a 2-year exchange year at Loughborough University.
He is studying Engineering and also undertaking two business related modules, Management
Accounting and Operations Systems. He has a generous scholarship from his government and is
keen to work in Europe and to return to Brazil with a sound knowledge of UK working practices.
Joe is fluent in Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, English and German. He has good mathematical
and analytical skills and is particularly interested in information technology and business systems.
He has had practical experience in an engineering company in Brazil but he has never worked in an
office-based environment. Being part of the EtoL scheme Joe can observe the middle-office side of a
company and gain practical experience. Furthermore, with his analytical competencies and language
abilities he can continue to develop his soft skills whilst contributing to the workplace.

Student 2 – Mature student returning to education, seeking income and work
experience
Jessica is a mature student from a nearby city. Now that her child is starting school she is thinking
of applying to study Economics. Working in a supermarket for the past three years to support herself
and her family, Jessica would like to work in the financial services industry. Despite good A-level
results, she did not have the financial resources to fund university. She worked full-time as a payroll
clerk until she started her family but there was little opportunity to gain a range of experience and to
make career progress.
Jessica is eligible for bursary support from the university as a lack of finances are still the main
obstacle to studying. However, she is conscious that when she graduates she could find that without
good quality work experience with multi-national companies, employers may perceive her as
overqualified for entry-level positions. The EtoL scheme offers a chance to study a campus-based
degree whilst also gaining such work experience, e.g., around 20 – 25 hours per week in term time.
With her previous experience and maturity, Jessica hopes to earn around £200 - £250 in term time.
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APPENDIX 5 – CONTINUUM OF OPERATING MODELS – THE
ORGANISATION AND HEI INTERFACE
We believe there is a range of ways of setting up an Etol scheme with higher education institutions.
Seven possible options are now discussed and reflected in a continuum of operating models, any
combination of which might be adopted:

Option 1: Independent
Individual BPCs set up adjacent to campus and recruit students directly. The EtoL scheme is
structured so that students record skills and experience in conjunction with employers. In areas
that already have clusters of BPCs located alongside Universities e.g., Manchester, UK, anecdotal
evidence suggests that students already engage in term-time/holiday office work. The local university
provides a toolkit to signpost and evidence the development of graduate aptitudes.

Option 2: On campus – University liaison
Organisation rents office space on a campus Enterprise Park and works closely with the HEI to gain
access to students through the careers/placement office. The University facilitates the evidencing
of skills in conjunction with the employer. Depending on the level engagement required this could
involve the University charging a supervision fee to the employer. It is usual to charge students fees
for supervision and accreditation of placements. A further possibility is the incorporation of into the
existing syllabus of a Work-based learning module which would enable students to appreciate the
linkages between academic theory and work practices as a framework to seek, capture and evidence
skills. Appendix 8 shows the Work-based Learning module presently used on the Loughborough
University part-time business undergraduate programmes in Singapore.

Option 3: Local cluster
A variation of #2 is for a cluster of BPCs to employ students in rotation over the degree programme.
This provides wider experience for students and company/organisation ‘names’ on their CVs. For
employers this could be particularly attractive if the profile of work between different employers
could be progressive over the four years. For example, students start with transactional work in one
organisation before moving on to higher level activities with another employer. Such a cluster could
be set up around a campus enterprise park or be an existing SSC/BPO cluster as in the Manchester
conurbation.

Option 4: Syndicated cluster
A University provides syndicated ‘white space’ managed by a local third-party specialist (TPC) or a
lead BPC. Each participating BPC would then rent computer desks according to demand but with a
base-level commitment. The BPC provides worker supervision.
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Option 5: Third-party management
As option 3 above, but a third-party specialist (TPS) leads the syndicate as follows:
• TPS recruits and selects students from campus for a single or multiple BPCs.
• TPS supervises a pool of student workers and allocates them to individual organisations. Under
this option the TPS might also administer a graduate apprenticeship scheme.
• TPS acts as recruiter and work ‘orientation’ trainer and administers the GPA across a number
of BPCs so as to give continuity across a 4-year degree programme, perhaps where such a
commitment may be too long for one organisation.

Option 6: Virtual working
Once trained and able to work with minimum supervision, students could work in their halls of
residence using their own devices. Note: whilst this option brings into play a number of additional
management and data security issues, it has tremendous cost and flexibility advantages and could
be a real ‘game changer’ for some organisations. Workflow monitoring and control systems would
allocate work remotely and monitor the student’s work rate and task performance.

Option 7: New Curriculum and timetable
Although this might be the last development in an overall scheme this option could complement any
of the previous 6 options. Here the university designs a specific curriculum around an EtoL scheme to
better align with those employers who see EtoL as creating a skills academy relevant to their future
needs and the Graduate Apprenticeship Scheme.
A further development might involve adjusting term dates and teaching timetables to integrate
learning programmes with EtoL schemes and facilitate a more constant availability of student
resources for work. For example, running a summer term and providing ‘breaks for work/holidays in
the more usual term times.
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